1. PROTECT YOUR PET & YOUR HOME
To ensure your pet and home are safe, select a kennel that's built to stand up to long-term use and is safe for your furry family member. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate protect your home from damage your pet can do when you’re away.

2. SUPPORTS NATURAL DENNING INSTINCT
To allow your pet to feel safe and secure, look for kennels that satisfies your pet's natural instinct to den. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate provide a safe environment for your furry family member.

3. TRAVEL COMPLIANT
To maximize the safety of your pet and reduce the chances for interruptions in your travel plans, look for kennels that are compliant with air and highway travel requirements. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate are compliant with federal safety regulations.

4. MULTIPLE SIZES
To determine the right size kennel for your pet, measure length and height to ensure your furry family member is comfortable and safe. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate are perfect for your pet to relax and sleep comfortably in.

5. SAFE
To ensure your pet is comfortable, select a kennel designed to create a safe, inviting environment. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate are engineered to minimize sharp edges and provide an inviting place for your furry family member to rest.

6. DURABLE
To ensure your pet enjoys bedtime for years to come, select a kennel designed to stand up to long-term use. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate are durable, resist rust and stand up to weather.

What to Look for in a Dog Kennel

Your pet is your family. You want them to sleep as comfortably as you do. With that in mind, here are six kennel features that are key to providing your pet with a safe, inviting place to rest.
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Your pet is your family. You want them to sleep as comfortably as you do. With that in mind, here are six kennel features that are key to providing your pet with a safe, inviting place to rest.
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   To ensure your pet and home are safe, select a kennel that’s built to stand up to long-term use and is safe for your furry family member. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate protect your home from damage your pet can do when you’re away.
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   To allow your pet to feel safe and secure, look for kennels that satisfy your pet’s natural instinct to den. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate provide a safe environment for your furry family member.

3. **TRAVEL COMPLIANT**
   To maximize the safety of your pet and reduce the chances for interruptions in your travel plans, look for kennels that are compliant with air and highway travel requirements. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate are compliant with federal safety regulations.

4. **MULTIPLE SIZES**
   To determine the right size kennel for your pet, measure length and height to ensure your furry family member is comfortable and safe. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate are perfect for your pet to relax and sleep comfortably in.

5. **SAFE**
   To ensure your pet is comfortable, select a kennel designed to create a safe, inviting environment. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate are engineered to minimize sharp edges and provide an inviting place for your furry family member to rest.

6. **DURABLE**
   To ensure your pet enjoys bedtime for years to come, select a kennel designed to stand up to long-term use. Premium plastic kennels from Petmate are durable, resist rust and stand up to weather.
COMFY, SAFE & SECURE
NOT JUST A KENNEL, A HOME.

Premium plastic kennels from Petmate offer year-round comfort. Welcome Home.